4-INCH FLAMELESS CANDLE
HRG4CN31E

- Candle, holder, and shade all in one
- Realistic candle flicker effect
- No hazard from open flames, soot, or dripping wax
- Safe to use around children and pets
- Easy on/off button on the bottom
- 4-hour timer automatically turns the light off
- Batteries are easy to replace in the base

**DESIGNATION:** Energizer Household Lighting
The “Glas” Collection

**PRODUCT DETAIL:**
4-Inch Flameless Candle

**MODEL:** HRG4CN31E

**COLOR:** Matte Black

**POWER SOURCE:** Three “AA”

**ANSI/NEDA:** Series 15

**LAMP:** 3 Amber LED

**LAMP LIFE (hour):** 10,000

**LIGHT OUTPUT (lumens):** n/a; LEDs flicker continuously

**BATTERY RUN-TIME (hour):** 300 hours

**COLOR TEMPERATURE (Kelvin):** n/a for colored LED

**COLOR RENDERING INDEX:** n/a for colored LED

**DIMENSIONS (mm):** 102 x 92 x 92
**DIMENSIONS (in):** 4 x 3.63 x 3.63
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**Before Using Your Lighting Product:**
Please read all instructions and cautionary markings on the package and light.